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Abstract: Blockchain technology is a promising technology that attracts popularity among researchers.
However, it was first introduced with digital currencies, particularly Bitcoin, but nowadays, it is also
known as one of the most frequently used techniques for securing networks. This systematic review
research identifies studies that use blockchain for their security challenges. In addition, different fields
in blockchain usage, blockchain categorization type, consensus mechanism, smart contract usage,
and integration with other software-based algorithms are also investigated. Our results maintain that
the Internet of Things (IoT) is the main field in which blockchain provides security.

Keywords: blockchain technology; blockchain security solutions; Internet of Things (IoT); healthcare;
consensus mechanisms; smart contracts

1. Introduction

Blockchain technology is a novel idea that was first introduced by Satoshi Nakamoto
with the invention of the Bitcoin [1]. Bitcoin is a digital currency that has revolution-
ized financial trading. Blockchain is a distributed Hyperledger technology with many
intrinsic features, including security, decentralization, transparency, immutability, and
provenance [2–4]. These features create unique blockchain applications beyond the finan-
cial market.

Blockchain is categorized into three types: public, private, and consortium. Public
blockchains are permissionless blockchains where every user can enter the network, com-
pared to the private network, where only authorized users by one organization can access
the network. A consortium blockchain is a combination of public and private where there
is more than one organization in the network. The best selection of blockchain categoriza-
tion type according to various requirements and conditions of different use cases is very
important [5,6].

Consensus mechanisms are a feature that provides a fair and decentralized network.
The main goal of the consensus algorithm is to reach consensus without the need for a
central authority or third parties, which makes the blockchain decentralized [7]. There are
different techniques for reaching consensus, such as proof of work (PoW), which is the most
famous algorithm and is used in the Bitcoin network, Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance
(PBFT), and proof of authority (PoA). Each algorithm has its own features, specific time,
and energy consumption. Consequently, choosing the right consensus algorithm depends
on the specific needs of the project’s applications.

Nowadays, blockchain is widely used in a variety of areas such as the Internet of
Things (IoT), healthcare, energy market, and industrial projects to provide solutions for
their security attacks and challenges, and there is an increasing trend of using blockchain
to provide security frameworks in different fields [8–12].
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This systematic review focuses on recent research that applied blockchain as their
security framework and concerns their categorization type, consensus algorithms, usage of
smart contracts, and integration with other technologies. We deeply investigate this area
and use our insight to propose future research for scholars and academics interested in
working in this field.

1.1. Related Articles

To the best of our knowledge of blockchain application in security, very few systematic
reviews deeply consider this topic from different aspects, as we have in our work.

Authors in [13] provide a systematic review of blockchain cybersecurity. They high-
light the potential application of blockchain as security in different fields, such as IoT,
networks, and data storage. This article covers subjects from cryptography to IoT tech-
nology security and data storage security, whereas issues, challenges, and future research
topics are also recognized. However, this study has no analysis for categorization types,
consensus algorithms, smart contract usage, or integration with other technologies.

Article [14] systematically reviewed security solutions in Industry 4.0. They investi-
gated security schemes for autonomous vehicles (AVs) and explored how blockchain can
overcome AV cyberattacks. They do not have an exploration of other fields or any analysis
of blockchain structure.

Some papers survey blockchain security, such as [15–17], which focus on blockchain
applications in IoT and provide an overview to enhance IoT security and improve privacy,
or [18], which provides tutorials for green IoT-based agriculture challenges and blockchain
solutions. However, they need a general overview of blockchain security applications in
various use cases.

All the mentioned works try to answer questions about the security application of
blockchain technology. However, they need to provide specific and deep analysis in the
blockchain security field to improve security solution performance. It is noticed that since
blockchain is still in its infancy and has a short history, it is necessary to investigate a new
review of recent works specifically in the scope of blockchain and security solutions to
orient research.

1.2. Research Goals and Motivation

The main motivation for this study is to analyze research works on blockchain appli-
cations in security for different use cases and to summarize recent efforts in these fields. To
be more focused, we have provided a list of the research questions to be answered in this
study as follows:

• What prominent domains employ blockchain security applications and their specific
use cases?

• What are the prevailing consensus mechanisms in use?
• What influences the selection of blockchain types?
• How do smart contracts bolster blockchain security?
• Which software-based technologies are integrated with blockchain to enhance security?

1.3. Contributions

We systematically review blockchain technology security applications from 2018 to
April 2022. Our study contributes to a detailed understanding of blockchain applications
in different fields and industries. Our key contributions are as follows:

• We selected 54 articles relating to blockchain applications in security solutions.
• We organized a complete data analysis within selected articles to propose their research

idea and considerations in blockchain security applications.
• We offered a meta-analysis concerning mechanisms in which blockchain technology is

used to overcome security challenges.
• We proposed future research and topics for further investigation around security

topics in blockchain applications.
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1.4. Paper Outline

The remainder of this paper is written as follows: Section 2 discusses the systematic
review methodology, Section 3 outlines the key findings of the review, Section 4 presents
a discussion of the main results of our work and future research, and, finally, Section 5
concludes this survey by presenting a summary of the contributions.

2. Methodology

This section explains the procedure used to select the articles for a systematic review.
We plan to proceed with selecting papers and organizing and presenting parts of the review
iteratively to have a complete evaluation for the systematic review.

2.1. Primary Selection

Primary selection was conducted using the following keywords that are mostly related
to our research questions:

“Blockchain” AND (“Security” OR “Cybersecurity” OR “Information Security”)
The search engine was the IEEE Xplore and the Elsevier database was used. Only

peer-reviewed and journal papers from 2018 to April 2022 were selected. 6337 papers were
selected in this stage. Then, we applied another selection processes where the keywords
should only appear in the papers’ titles, abstracts, or keywords. In this step, 1842 papers
were selected. Next, we searched to have the keywords only in the title. The selection
process continued with a total of 170 papers. Then, inclusion/exclusion criteria were
applied to filter the results.

2.2. Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria

Studies considered in our systematic review should propose a security solution with
blockchain technology. Papers that worked on security aspects of blockchain or papers
that have solutions to blockchain security issues are separate from the topic of our study.
Table 1 provides the key inclusion/exclusion criteria.

Table 1. Inclusion/Exclusion Criteria.

Criteria for Inclusion Criteria for Exclusion

Papers must propose a security solution with blockchain.
Papers must propose some information, including their used
blockchain architecture.

Review or survey articles that give a general specific idea about
blockchain as a security solution.
Papers with no information on research questions.
Papers analyzing security topics in blockchain technology.
Paper giving solutions for security concerns in the blockchain.

2.3. Publication Year

Figure 2 shows the number of publications each year. It is obvious from the figure that
blockchain is an upward trend, and, each year, the number of papers is increasing. Also,
the number of papers published in the first month of 2022 is more than half of the total
papers published in 2021, which shows the interest in this topic in recent years.

2.4. Selection Results

After applying the inclusion/exclusion criteria to the articles, 70 papers remained
for further reading. The 70 papers were fully read, with the inclusion/exclusion criteria
applied again. Finally, 54 papers are included in this systematic review (Figure 1).
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3. Findings

All the selected papers have been fully read and the related data about the field of
the blockchain usage application, the category type, consensus algorithms, usage of smart
contracts, and the integration with other technologies are fully investigated and given
in Table 2.
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Table 2. The main findings of the study.

Ref Data Application
Field

Category
Type

Consensus
Algorithm

Smart
Contract

Integration with
Other Tech

[19] Blockchain ensures data
privacy and confidentiality
and manages resources against
untrusted users.

IoT (healthcare) Private Time-
dependent
Consensus
Algorithm

Yes SDN/Fog
computing

[20] A lightweight blockchain is
designed to enable the IoT
domain to deploy its
blockchain network on its IoT
devices on the Hyperledger
Fabric blockchain platform.

IoT Consortium
(HLF)

PBFT Yes -

[21] A security framework as a
distributed blockchain-based
Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS)
model is implemented to
ensure data confidentiality,
detect a security attack, and
authorize its identification.

IoT Not specified Not specified No Edge/Cloud
computing/SDN

[22] Blockchains secure WSN
transmissions, IoT
communications, and mobile
databases.

IoT (Wireless
Sensor
Networks)

Public
(HLF)

PoW No AI

[23] Ethereum platform is used to
authenticate and authorize IoT
devices with smart contracts
deployed as business logic.

IoT
(real-time
monitoring)

Private or
Consortium
(Ethereum)

Not specified Yes -

[24] In smart city use cases, a
secure, low-latency blockchain
framework is used for drone
authentication.

IoT
(smart city)
UAV

Public Delegated PoS No Drone/UAV

[25] Providing P2P communication
ensures the security of access
control for IoT devices and
guarantees data privacy.

IoT Public and
private

Customized
Consensus
Algorithm

Yes SDN

[26] A fuzzy logic with blockchain
technology is designed to
reach Authentication,
Authorization, and Audit Logs
(AAA) in IoT systems.

IoT (healthcare) Consortium
(HLF)

PBFT Yes -

[27] Secure orchestration is
developed in 5G-IoT using
blockchain solutions.

5G-IoT Private PBFT Yes Deep learn-
ing/Fog/Edge
computing/SDN

[28] Blockchain is combined with a
re-encryption proxy to ensure
security criteria, such as
confidentiality, integrity,
privacy, and access control
using smart contracts
Ethereum to accelerate data
storage.

IoT (healthcare) Private or
Consortium
(Ethereum)

Proof of
authority (PoA)

Yes -
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Table 2. Cont.

Ref Data Application
Field

Category
Type

Consensus
Algorithm

Smart
Contract

Integration with
Other Tech

[29] Blockchain provides a security
architecture for UAVs to help
decrease security risks.

IoT (UAV) Public
(Ethereum)

PoW No Machine learning

[30] Blockchain proposes a solution
for robust authentication of
identity and privacy of
healthcare data.

IoT
(healthcare)

Not specified Not specified Yes Fog computing

[31] A new routing protocol on
blockchain integrated with
SDN is presented to mitigate
security and energy
consumption.

IoT
(cyber-physical
systems)

Private
and public

PoW Yes AI/SDN

[32] Blockchain technology
solution with advanced scripts
of Solidity and embedded
programming is proposed.

IoT
(wireless body
area network)

Private Not specified Yes -

[33] A storage mechanism based
on blockchain is proposed to
ensure security without
third-party authority.

IoT Public PoW Yes -

[34] A lightweight, scalable
blockchain is proposed for IoT
requirements and security
issues.

IoT Public Time-based
Consensus
Algorithm

No -

[35] An efficient, lightweight,
integrated blockchain (ELIB) is
designed to meet the security
needs of blockchain.

IoT (smart
home)

Public Time-
dependent
Consensus
Algorithm

No -

[36] The blockchain solution is
proposed to secure the storage
system for IoT device location
information to aid in sharing
services.

IoT Private Public
Consortium

PBFT Yes -

[37] Blockchain is used to decrease
a single point of failure in the
system.

IoT Private
(Ethereum)

Not specified Yes SDN/Fog/Edge

[38] A secure sharing protocol with
blockchain technology for
electronic health records is
implemented.

Healthcare Consortium
(Ethereum)

PoA Yes -

[39] Blockchain is used to enhance
the security of the
task-offloading system.

Healthcare Not specified PBFT No Reinforcement
learning/Edge
computing/VR

[40] The proposed blockchain
provides a decentralized
solution to avoid failure and
provide tamper-proof
healthcare ledgers.

Healthcare Public PoW No -
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Table 2. Cont.

Ref Data Application
Field

Category
Type

Consensus
Algorithm

Smart
Contract

Integration with
Other Tech

[41] A triple encryption
authentication architecture
using blockchain is developed
to secure the sharing of
personal data.

Healthcare Private PoA No -

[42] Data storage and data
transmission are secured with
blockchain technology.

IoT (healthcare) Not specified Not specified No Cloud computing

[43] Medical data processing is
secured with blockchain.

Healthcare Consortium PBFT No Cloud computing

[44] The blockchain solution is
proposed for the secure
management of medical big
data.

Healthcare Public
(Ethereum)

PoW Yes -

[45] Blockchain framework used to
secure patients’ medical data.

Healthcare Public PoW No -

[46] A new verification scheme
with blockchain is designed to
detect corruption in data in
cloud servers.

Healthcare Private PoW No Cloud computing

[47] A distributed network with
blockchain is introduced to
reshape the traditional
industrial IoT architecture.

IoT (industrial) Private PoW No Edge computing

[48] Blockchain provides
decentralized and secure
control for cyber-physical
systems in the industry.

IoT (industrial) Private
(Ethereum)

PoW Yes Edge computing

[49] Operational data records in
industrial systems are secured
with blockchain.

Industry Private PoA Yes -

[50] Transactions in energy trading
systems are secure and private
with blockchain technology.

Energy Private PoW Yes -

[51] Blockchain provides a
charging framework for
electric taxis to handle
charging disconnections and
trust challenges among
charging stations.

Energy Consortium PBFT Yes SDN

[52] Fault identification and secure
and reliable store
measurement data in smart
grids are developed with
blockchain.

Energy Private PBFT Yes -
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Table 2. Cont.

Ref Data Application
Field

Category
Type

Consensus
Algorithm

Smart
Contract

Integration with
Other Tech

[53] Blockchain is used to provide
an electricity market
framework for energy
transactions.

Energy Public Not specified No -

[51] Blockchain is used to provide
an energy trading framework
that is designed for secure and
optimal trading of AC
microgrids.

Energy Public Not specified No -

[54] Enhancing the security of
smart microgrids using
blockchain.

Energy Private/ConsortiumPoA No Deep learning

[55] The vehicle trust management
system is designed with
blockchain to evaluate
message sources.

Transportation Public PoW No -

[56] A decentralized, secure model
and authentication
mechanisms for a lightning
network with smart contracts
are provided.

Energy Private PoA Yes -

[57] The digital signature
technique of blockchain
ensures reliability and
integrity.

Transportation Consortium PoW Yes -

[58] A secure and distributed
model for intelligent traffic
light systems is proposed.

Transportation Not specified PBFT Yes Edge computing

[59] A trust management system
with blockchain is introduced
for the internet of vehicle
systems.

Transportation Consortium
(HLF)

PBFT No Fog/Edge
computing

[60] Blockchain guarantees
agriculture information
preservation and accuracy.

IoT
(agriculture)

Private Not specified Yes -

[61] Smart home security is
fulfilled using blockchain.

Smart home Consortium PoW No -

[62] Cloud relational database is
secured with blockchain-based
systems.

Cloud
computing
Database

Not specified PBFT No Cloud computing

[63] Blockchain is used to maintain
the privacy of sensitive data.

Cloud server Private
(HLF)

Not specified No Cloud computing

[64] Blockchain warrants the
security of image data.

Cloud Image
data sharing

Not specified Not specified Yes Cloud computing
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Table 2. Cont.

Ref Data Application
Field

Category
Type

Consensus
Algorithm

Smart
Contract

Integration with
Other Tech

[65] A fully decentralized
approach by eliminating the
third party in the network is
designed using blockchain.

Edge
computing

Consortium Not specified No Edge computing

[66] Blockchain provides a secure
architecture for secure cloud
schedulers.

Cloud
computing

Public Proof-of-
schedule

No Cloud computing

[67] Proposing a solution to
improve security and privacy
in UAVs.

IoT (UAV) Public Not specified Yes Cloud computing

[68] Compromised UAVs are
detected based on trust
policies with blockchain.

UAV Consortium
(HLF)

Not specified No --

[69] Data transmission security in
satellite networks is enhanced
with blockchain.

Satellite
network

Public Context-based
Consensus
Algorithm

No -

[70] Security issues due to
heterogeneous standard
integration and access
delegations in 6G are
mitigated via blockchain.

6G Not specified Not specified No Machine
learning/SDN

[71] Blockchain provides a security
mechanism that creates a
trust-based filtration to
decrease malicious traffic.

IoT/SDN Consortium Not specified No SDN

Figure 3 shows the percentage of different fields of blockchain usage as a security
solution in various works. Of all the studies, 38% concern IoT security. ‘Health’ is the
second most common with 20%. Generally, healthcare has also gained much attention
from blockchain research and security. ‘Wireless Networks’, including wireless sensor
networks, satellite communications, UAVs, 5G, and 6G networks, are next, attracting 12%
of the research. ‘Energy’ with 11% and ‘Transportation’ with 6% follow. The next is the
‘Cloud’ with 8%, and the last is solutions for ‘Industry’ with a portion of 5%.

The next results focus on the most consensus algorithm used in the research (Figure 4).
Some information about their consensus algorithm was provided in 38 papers, and others
do not mention their consensus mechanism. Proof of work (PoW) is the consensus algorithm
widely used in Bitcoin and other blockchain networks. Our results show that it is also
widely used in blockchain security applications. However, it needs much computational
power, and its algorithm is more popular. The next one is the PBFT algorithm, mostly used
in private and consortium blockchains and needs less computational power than PoW.
Proof of authority appeared the third most and is an algorithm mostly used in permissioned
blockchains. It provides many advantages such as speeding up the consensus process, so it
does not need huge computing, and data storage is also accelerated. Some novel consensus
algorithms are based on time or capacity and are used based on the requirements in each
use case.

The next result concerns the blockchain categorization types used in studies (Figure 5).
The percentage of different blockchain types is 38% for private, 35% for public, and 27%
for the consortium, a combination of public and private. The results show that researchers
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are still working on the specification of each type, and there should be more work to fully
understand each type and its usage in different use cases.
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In this systematic review, we focused on the usage of smart contracts to answer the
question of how many papers used smart contracts in their blockchain security solutions
(Figure 6). The results show that almost half of the papers used smart contracts in their solu-
tions, and other blockchain security solutions focus on the other features of the blockchain
to provide security.

Ultimately, we focus on integrating blockchain and other technologies, which results
in better security solutions (Figure 7). Around half of the papers used other technologies
integrated with blockchain to provide solutions. Cloud, fog, and edge computing are the
most common technologies to be used with blockchain. Since blockchain is a software-
based technology, its integration with these cloud-based technologies and software-defined
networking (SDN) can provide applicable security solutions with better resource allocation,
low-delay services, and data storage. Although artificial intelligence and machine learning
techniques are technology trends these days, some of the papers proposed solutions with
the integration of blockchain and learning techniques.
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4. Discussion

The main goal of this paper is to provide a systematic review of practical applications
of blockchain usage as a security solution with an in-depth analysis of their blockchain
architectures. Hence, the selected papers are investigated based on this goal. One of the im-
portant notes about blockchain solutions to be applied is the use of some well-established,
ready-to-use, and open-source platforms such as Ethereum and Hyperledger Fabric (HLF).
Ethereum is a decentralized peer-to-peer blockchain platform that executes application
codes called smart contracts securely. Paper [23] uses its decentralized authentication
technique for IoT devices in the Ethereum platform with a smart contract that is automati-
cally run in the Ethereum. Authors [38] provide a secure sharing protocol with blockchain
technology for electronic health records written into smart contracts using solidity language
and run on the Ethereum blockchain. HLF platform supports multiple blockchain ledgers,
and only some verified users can store the data in the corresponding blockchain ledgers.
Paper [20] provides a lightweight blockchain with HLF for IoT networks. Some of the most
practical and implement-ready blockchain solutions were those implemented on Ethereum
or HLF platforms.

Next, we are focusing on providing rigid solutions for each research question.

A. What prominent domains employ blockchain security applications and their specific
use cases?

• IoT: IoT networks are in the first stage of blockchain application usage in security.
The most use cases of blockchain security solutions for IoT networks are for
authentication and authorization of devices [24,26] and for providing a secure
network for data confidentiality [28,30].

• Healthcare: blockchain is mostly used to guarantee the privacy of personal
healthcare data storage and management [38,43].

• Wireless network: securing data transmission [69] and user authentication are
the most common blockchain usage in wireless networks [24].

• Energy: securing energy trading in energy markets [50,51] and enhancing the
security of smart grids [54] is accomplished with blockchain networks.

B. What are the prevailing consensus mechanisms in use?
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From the results, it is obvious that PoW is still the favorite consensus algorithm among
researchers. Although PoW is the most powerful computing algorithm, since it is simpler
to deploy and more mature, it is widely used in different use cases. However, for some
use cases, such as IoT networks, the PoW mechanism is not a good idea since IoT devices
have limitations in computing power. Based on the above studies, only four IoT articles use
PoW, and others use PBFT [20,26,27] or some context-based consensus mechanisms [25,34].
The Proof of Authority (PoA) algorithm aims to set up an authorized node to build all the
other blocks to reduce the building block time [41]. It is faster and highly secure compared
to PoW; consequently, it is preferred to be used in some networks [28,38].

C. What influences the selection of blockchain types?

There is no popular type within considered articles in our systematic review. It can
be concluded that authors select blockchain types by considering their requirements and
users’ permission to access networks before researchers select their appropriate type. For
example, [18,19,25,26] latency is an important subject in [17,24]. Hence, the authors use
private and consortium blockchains instead of public, where the process in public is slower
than in others. Additionally, in [27], the power consumption problem is so important that
the authors decided to use two kinds of nodes, full and light, with different responsibilities
to decrease the power consumed in each node. Hence, the choice of private blockchain
is meaningful.

D. How do smart contracts bolster blockchain security?

Smart contracts are rules that run automatically when some conditions happen. Due
to its function, the authors decided to use it to ensure the automatic implementation of
some logic in their framework. For example, authors in [28] used smart contracts as a
rule for controlling access in the network, and authors in [56] use it for authentication or
authorization of devices.

E. Which software-based technologies are integrated with blockchain to enhance security?

Blockchain is a software-based technology. Hence, its integration with other software-
based technologies can provide remarkable solutions. Based on our systematic review,
many articles integrate blockchain with computing techniques. Edge computing is most
common, along with cloud and fog computing. Researchers in [62] integrated cloud
computing with blockchain to secure data storage and detect and prevent erroneous
cloud relational database manipulation. In [27], authors proposed a security blockchain
solution for edge nodes since edge computing in the edge nodes is very vulnerable to
attacks, and a blockchain solution can secure this communication. Learning techniques
and software-defined networking (SDN) are the next steps. In [25], researchers provide
integration of SDN and blockchain to balance security and minimize energy consumption
for IoT applications.

Future Research

One of the main drawbacks of using blockchain technology in different systems is
increasing latency and power consumption. This causes many problems, especially in
IoT networks, where the power computation of devices is so low. Some techniques to
overcome these problems include using consensus techniques designed to speed up the
process with less computing power, such as PoA [28,54,56]. In addition, some papers
use different techniques to overcome these issues. Authors in [19] provide blockchain
sharding techniques to reduce latency, and researchers in [26] try to increase the block
sizes to reduce latency. Hence, potential future research should focus on working on
new techniques to decrease latency and power consumption to make blockchain usage
applicable in different situations.

As noted in the first section, several studies use Ethereum and Hyperledger platforms
to propose security solutions for their problems [20,23,38]. Potential future research can
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provide a review study on using these platforms for security solutions with their strengths
and weaknesses.

5. Conclusions

This systematic review has comprehensively reviewed available studies on blockchain
applications for security solutions. Research studies report that blockchain applications can
bring possible security solutions for different use cases such as IoT, healthcare, industry,
energy, etc. In addition, there is an analysis of blockchain categorization type (public,
private, consortium), various consensus algorithms (PoW, PBFT, PoA), usage of blockchain
open platforms such as Ethereum and Hyperledger Fabric, and blockchain integration with
other software-based technologies. Moreover, future research potential is also given to
scholars searching for new fields.

This systematic review is proposed as a reference for researchers working on blockchain
security applications to better decide on adopting blockchain technology as a security solu-
tion. As a result, we encourage future research to address security subjects in this technology
and suggest that research scholars and business sectors work together to propose movable
security solutions in this field.
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